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DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT REVIEW COMMISSION 
DESIGN REVIEW DISTRICT 

HISTORIC/CONSENT AGENDA 
EVALUATION SHEET 

Case # 5 
 

 
ADDRESS:   2150 Harden Street  
 
APPLICANT:   Robert Lewis, agent 
     
TAX MAP REFERENCE:  TMS# 11501-01-01(p)  
 
USE OF PROPERTY:  Commercial 
 
REVIEW DISTRICT:  Individual Landmark/National Register structures 
 
NATURE OF REQUEST:   Request for Certificate of Design Approval for exterior 

changes to a landmark and preliminary certification of the 
Bailey Bill 

 
 
FINDINGS/COMMENTS:   
This long neglected structure is proposed for rehabilitation into apartments; the developers 
are pursuing tax credits and the Bailey Bill to this end. The building is enormous and the 
description of the work at this point is correspondingly broad-stroke. However, the general 
direction of retaining and repairing historic materials is correct and staff is recommending 
for a conditional approval. The application submitted is actually the Park Services’ Part 2 
application for description of a rehabilitation project; staff routinely accepts these as 
substitutes for the Bailey Bill application when the applicant is also seeking tax credits, as the 
Park Service forms provide an in-depth description of a project. The work reviewed for the 
Bailey Bill, however, is on the exterior of the building.  
 
It is difficult to overemphasize the importance of the Babcock Building. This stately 
building, an example of Italian Renaissance Revival architecture, has been both the core of 
the state’s mental health campus at Bull Street for over a hundred years and an iconic 
building within the City of Columbia. The center of the building, featuring the main entry 
and the cupola, has been a City landmark for many years. Interestingly, the construction of 
its wings began in 1857 and was completed in stages; these were therefore in place by the 
time the center of the building was built in 1883. The southern wing housed male patients 
and the later northern wing housed women. Although less decorative than the center 
portion, the wings are a foundational part of the architecture and an important component 
in understanding the evolution of care for patients. Given their association and attachment 
to the main building, the kitchen and men’s and women’s dining halls, which fall behind the 
main structure, are also considered as a part of the Babcock Building and are included in this 
review.  
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From the National Register:  
“The Babcock Building at the South Carolina State Hospital in Columbia was built in four 
campaigns, between 1857 and 1885, as the new asylum for the South Carolina Lunatic 
Asylum. The building is significant as the work of two distinguished architects, George E. 
Walker, a native of Charleston, and Samuel Sloan, a native of Pennsylvania. Actual 
construction during Walker’s lifetime was limited to the three northernmost blocks of the 
south wing, but these blocks established the composition, scale, and style of the entire 
building. Gustavus T. Berg, in 1880-82, built the north wing in mirror image of the 
completed south wing. Sloan’s center building united the composition, and provided a focal 
center for the asylum. The building is also significant as an exceptional example of Italian 
Renaissance Revival design. The Babcock Building embodies the dedication of the state of 
South Carolina to the provision of adequate and comfortable care and housing for the 
mentally ill. The building follows, in overall plan, siting, landscaping and interior 
arrangements, the “Kirkbride system” for insane asylum design advocated by Dr. Thomas 
Story Kirkbride of Philadelphia. It is probably that the construction of the new asylum was 
inspired, in part, by the dramatic crusade in support of improved facilities for the mentally 
ill, led by Dorothea Lynde Dix, that was then sweeping the country.”  
 
As the core of the Babcock Building is a City landmark, this part of the project is reviewed 
per the guidelines in the City of Columbia Ordinance, Section 17-674(d):  
 
(1) For landmark districts and individual landmarks, the historic character of a property shall be 
retained and preserved. The removal of historic materials or alteration of features and spaces that characterize 
a property shall be avoided. 
The report states that windows, doors, trim, etc., will be retained and repaired unless not 
salvageable. Staff will need to review and approve the removal of any historic windows, 
doors, architectural features, or large amounts of historic material prior to their removal. 
 
 (2) In architectural conservation districts and protection areas, the historic character of a property shall 
be retained and preserved through the preservation of historic materials and features which characterize the 
historic district. 
Not applicable. 
 
(3) For individual landmarks and the landmark district, each property shall be recognized as a physical 
record of its time, place, and use.   Changes that create a false sense of historical development, such as adding 
conjectural features or architectural elements from other buildings, shall not be undertaken. 
The application does not indicate any kind of change or addition that might create a false 
sense of development of the building.  
 
(4) Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired historic significance in their own 
right shall be retained and preserved. 
   It does not appear that any historically significant features or sections of the building will 
be altered or removed.  
 
(5) Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that 
characterize a property shall be preserved. 
All historic features and materials are planned to be preserved and repaired.  
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(6) Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of 
deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature shall match the old in design, color, 
texture, and other visual qualities and, where possible, materials. Replacement of missing features shall be 
substantiated by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence, and character-defining features that have been 
lost due to intentional damage, removal, or neglect shall be rebuilt. 
The building has suffered a great deal of degradation but much historic fabric still remains. 
The structure is fairly well documented and replacement of any missing or deteriorated 
features can be done to match the design, profiles, and visual qualities of the original 
features. Regarding the windows on the building, staff will need to examine the windows or 
any window survey and its recommendations and will need to examine and approve any 
windows for replacement prior to their removal. For wooden windows that have 
deteriorated past the point of repair, an aluminum clad wood window may be an acceptable 
replacement, if the profiles and dimensions closely match those of the original historic 
window.  
 
Aluminum storefront double doors are proposed to replace the non-original double front 
doors in the main entrance to the building. These are not compatible with the historic nature 
of the building and staff will need to work with the applicants on acceptable replacements. 
Wooden doors are recommended; research will be needed to determine an appropriate 
design of the doors which can be recognized as compatible with the building but not original 
to it. 
 
(7) Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause damage to historic materials shall 
not be used. The surface cleaning of structures, if appropriate, shall be undertaken using the gentlest means 
possible.  
The application indicates that recommendations from the Preservation Brief #1 will be 
followed but staff will need to review specifications for any cleaning processes prior to their 
application. Any substance which is planned to be applied to an exterior wall/surface 
requires review and approval by staff.  
 
(8) New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy historic materials 
that characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be compatible with 
the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic integrity of the property and its 
environment. 
No exterior alterations thus far proposed will destroy historic materials.  
 
(9) New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such a manner that 
if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its environment would be 
unimpaired. 
Not applicable.  
 
Signage for landmark buildings is required by ordinance to be reviewed by the Commission; 
however, if the Commission wishes to defer this, it may be handled at staff level.  
 
Bailey Bill Criteria based upon the Secretary of the Interior Standards for 
Rehabilitation: 
Section 17-695, City of Columbia Zoning Ordinance  
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(1) The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved; the removal of historic materials 
or alterations of features and spaces that characterize each property shall be avoided. 
The plans call for rehabilitation and repair where possible and replacement in kind 
where not. Regarding the windows on the building, staff will need to examine the 
window survey and its recommendations and will need to examine and approve any 
windows for replacement prior to their removal. For wooden windows that have 
deteriorated past the point of repair, an aluminum clad wood window may be an 
acceptable replacement, if the profiles and dimensions closely match those of the 
original historic window. 
 

(2) Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place and use; changes that create 
a false sense of historical development shall not be undertaken. 
The owner does not plan to change any detailing or materials that would create a 
mistaken idea of historic development. 
 

(3) Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired historic significance in their own 
right shall be retained and preserved. 
The dining halls and the kitchen were built later but are considered to be significant 
parts of the Babcock Building, due to their connection via breezeways to the central 
portion of the building. There are three and four-story sun porches which were 
added later (around 1915) to the wings; although these are not considered especially 
significant, they are being kept.  
 

(4) Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that 
characterize a property should be preserved. 
Where extant, existing historic features, materials, and so on, are being retained and 
will be duplicated as closely as possible to match the original features and materials 
of the building.  
 

(5) Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced; where the severity of 
deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new should match the old in design, 
color, texture, and other visual qualities and, where possible, materials; replacement of missing 
features shall be substantiated by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence. 
The plans call for rehabilitation and repair where possible and replacement in kind 
where not. Staff will need to be informed ahead of time of the removal of any 
architectural feature that cannot be repaired and must review plans for replacement. 
This includes but is not limited to windows, doors, and large amounts of trim or 
other material. Regarding the windows on the building, staff will need to examine 
any window survey and its recommendations and will need to examine and approve 
any windows for replacement prior to their removal. For wooden windows that have 
deteriorated past the point of repair, an aluminum clad wood window may be an 
acceptable replacement, if the profiles and dimensions closely match those of the 
original historic window. Any standing seam metal roofs which cannot be repaired 
should be replaced with roofs with matching materials and profiles of the original. 
 
Aluminum storefront double doors are proposed to replace the non-original double 
front doors in the main entrance to the building. These are not compatible with the 
historic nature of the building and staff will need to work with the applicants on 
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acceptable replacements. Wooden doors are recommended; research will be needed 
to determine an appropriate design of the doors which can be recognized as 
compatible with the building but not original to it. 
 
A fire to the southeast wing of the building occurred in December 2018; a temporary 
roof was erected until a replacement roof can be put in place. Repairs/replacements 
to the roof and damaged joists and ceiling system will reflect original configurations, 
profiles, and materials.  
 

(6) Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause damage to historic materials shall 
not be used; the surface cleaning of structures, if appropriate, shall be undertaken using the gentlest 
means possible. 
While the application refers to Preservation Brief #1, staff will need specifications on 
what exactly is proposed for cleaning organic material, efflorescence, etc., from 
masonry and/or wood. Additionally, any substance which is planned to be applied to 
exterior walls/surfaces requires review by staff. 

 
(7) New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy historic materials 

that characterize the property; the new work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be 
compatible with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic integrity of 
the historic property and its environment. 
Some exterior alterations include a few aluminum storefront windows which are 
proposed for old entries or window openings which have long ago lost any historic 
material. These materials are not compatible with the historic nature of the building 
but staff can work with the applicants on acceptable designs and materials for these 
openings which is compatible with the historic building but which cannot be 
confused as original to the building. Again, the proposed aluminum storefront 
double doors proposed at the entry are not appropriate but staff can work with the 
applicants on a distinct yet compatible set of doors for the building.  

 
(8) New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such a manner that 

if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its environment 
would be unimpaired. 
Not applicable. 
 

 
STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS: 
 
Staff recommends a Certificate of Design Approval for the project as proposed based on its 
conformance with Sec. 17-674(d) of the City Ordinance, with the following conditions: 
 

• The storefront windows and doors proposed in the application be denied in favor of 
more historically appropriate versions, to be worked out with staff; 
 

• Staff to review and approve the removal of any doors, windows, architectural 
features, or large amounts of exterior material which have been deemed too damaged 
to repair, prior to their removal; 
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• Staff to review and approve designs and specifications for windows, doors, or 

architectural features which are to replace original or missing features; 
 

• Specifications for cleaning or for any substance to be applied to the exterior of the 
building or any part of its features must be reviewed and approved by staff prior to 
application; 
 

• Signage may be deferred to staff if the Commission wishes. 
 
 
Staff finds that the project complies with Sec. 17-698(a) of the City Ordinance and 
recommends that the Babcock Building and its associated structures be given preliminary 
certification for the Bailey Bill with the following conditions: 
 

• The storefront windows and doors proposed in the application be denied in favor of 
more historically appropriate versions, to be worked out with staff; 
 

• Staff to review and approve the removal of any doors, windows, architectural 
features, or large amounts of exterior material which have been deemed too damaged 
to repair, prior to their removal; 

 
• Staff to review and approve designs and specifications for windows, doors, or 

architectural features which are to replace original or missing features; 
 

• Specifications for cleaning or for any substance to be applied to the exterior of the 
building or any part of its features must be reviewed and approved by staff prior to 
application;  

 
• 20% investment threshold being met. 































































Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum  

Columbia, SC, Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 

 
1.  Center block, main entrance, view to the east 

 

 
2.  First northern north/south wing, view to the east 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum  

Columbia, SC, Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 

 
3.  Northern north/south wing and first east/west block, view to the east 

 

 
4.  Northern terminal east/west block and north south wing, view to the northeast 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum  

Columbia, SC, Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 

 
5.  Northern terminal east/west block, north/south wing, and middle east/west block, view southeast 

 

 
6.  Northern terminal east/west block, north side and front, view to the south 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum  

Columbia, SC, Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 

 
7.  North side of northern terminal east/west block, view to the southeast 

 

 
8.  Center section and first southern north/south wing, view to the northeast 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum  

Columbia, SC, Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 

 
9.  First southern north/south wing and middle east/west block, view to the southeast 

 

 
10.  Middle southern east/west block and first north/south wing (on left), view to the southeast 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum  

Columbia, SC, Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 

 
11.  Southern terminal east/west block, view to the southeast 

 

 
12.  Southern side of southern terminal east/west block, view to the northwest 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum  

Columbia, SC, Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 

 
13.  Northern side of southern terminal east/west block and rear (east side) of north/south wing, view to the 

southwest 

 

 
14.  Rear of southernmost north/south wing and middle east/west block, view to the north 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum  

Columbia, SC, Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 

 
15. Rear of first southern north/south wing and center block, view to the northwest 

 

 
16.  Southern side of center block and front of southern (men’s) dining hall, view to the northeast 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum  

Columbia, SC, Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 

 
17.  Southern side of center block – rear kitchen/laundry wing, view to the north 

 

 

 

 

 
18.  Center block – rear wing, view to the northwest 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum  

Columbia, SC, Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 

 
19.  Northern side of center block and kitchen/laundry wing, view to the southeast 

 

 
20.  Porches on northern side of center block, view to the east 

 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum  

Columbia, SC, Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 

 
21.  Northern side of center block, view to the south 

 

 
22.  Northern side of center block and first northern north/south wing, view to the southwest 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum  

Columbia, SC, Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 

 
23.  Rear (east side) of first north/south wing and middle east/west block, view to the northwest 

 
24.  Southern side of middle east/west block, view to the northeast 

 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum  

Columbia, SC, Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 

 
25.  Rear (east side) of second (northernmost) east/west wing, view to the north 

 

 
26.  Center section roof with women’s dining hall on left, view to the east 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum  

Columbia, SC, Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 

 
27.  Roof, northern wings and east/west blocks, view to the north 

 

 
28.  Northern east/west block and women’s dining hall, view to the northeast 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum 

Columbia, SC., Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 
29.  Men’s dining hall and center section roofs, view to the southeast 

 

 
30.  Roof of southern wings and east/west block, view to the south 

 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum 

Columbia, SC., Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 
31.  Center block, ground floor, view to the west 

 

 
32.  Center block,  2nd floor, view to the east 

 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum 

Columbia, SC., Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 
33.  Center block, hyphen to southern wing, view to the south 

 

 
34.  Center block, hyphen to northern sings, view to the north 

 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum 

Columbia, SC., Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 
35.  Center block, 2nd floor looking to the rear, view to the east 

 

 
36.  Center block, 3rd floor looking to the front, view to the west 

 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum 

Columbia, SC., Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 
37.  Center block, 3rd floor looking to the rear, view to the east 

 

 
38.  Center block, 4th floor looking to the front, view to the west 

 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum 

Columbia, SC., Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 
39.  Center block, 4th floor looking to the rear, view to the east 

 

 
40.  Center block, 4th floor looking to the rear, view to the east 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum 

Columbia, SC., Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 
41.  Center block, kitchen/laundry wing, view to the east 

 

 
42.  Center block, kitchen/laundry wings, view to the east 

 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum 

Columbia, SC., Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 
43.  Northern wing, 2nd floor, view to the south 

 

 
44.  Northern wing, 2nd floor, area between wards where individual rooms converted to bathrooms, view to the 

southwest 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum 

Columbia, SC., Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 

 
45.  Northern wing, 2nd floor, 1915 ward, view to the north 

 

 
46.  Northern wing, bathroom, view to the west 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum 

Columbia, SC., Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 
47.  Northern wing, 1915 ward, view to the north 

 

 
48.  Northern section, east/west block, former exterior wall now in sunroom, view to the northwest 

 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum 

Columbia, SC., Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 
49.  Northern section, east/west block, view to the west 

 

 
50.  Northern section, sunporch added across rear of north/south wing, view to the north 

 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum 

Columbia, SC., Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 
51.  Southern east/west terminal block, 1st floor looking to the front, view to the west 

 

 
52.  Southern terminal east/west block, sun porch, view to the southeast 

 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum 

Columbia, SC., Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 
53.  Southern east/west terminal block, upper level front room, view to the west 

 

 
54.  Southern east/west terminal block, upper level front room, view to the northeast 

 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum 

Columbia, SC., Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 
55.  Southern east/west terminal block, upper level middle section looking to the rear, view to the east 

 

 
56.  Southern east/west terminal block, upper level, typical individual room, view to the east 

 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum 

Columbia, SC., Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 
57.  Southern east/west terminal block, upper level, typical individual room, view to the north 

 

 
58.  Southern east/west terminal block, opening to north/south wing, view to the north 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum 

Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 

 
59.  Southern north/south wing, upper level, looking towards 1915 ward, view to the north 

 

 
60.  Southern north/south wing, upper level, view to the south 

 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum 

Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 

 
61.  Southern section, sunroom addition, view to the northwest 

 

 
62.  Sunroom Addition 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum 

Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 

 
63.  Sunroom addition stairs 

 

 
64.  Stairs in sunroom addition 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum 

Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 

 
65.  Basement, view to the south 

 

 
66.  Hyphen between kitchen/laundry wing and women’s dining hall, view to the east 

 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum 

Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 

 
67.  Rear view of hyphen between center kitchen wing and women’s dining hall, view to the west 

 

 
68.  Women’s dining hall, front (west side) and south end, view to the east 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum 

Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 

 
69.  Women’s dining hall, front, view to the north 

 

 
70.  Women’s Dining Hall, south end, view to the northeast 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum 

Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 
 

 
71.  Women’s dining hall, rear, view to the northwest 

 

 
72.  Men’s dining hall hyphen to center block, view to the northwest 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum 

Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 
 

 
73.  Men’s dining hall, front and north end, view to the east 

 

 
74.  Men’s dining hall, front, view to the east 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum 

Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 

 
75.  Men’s dining hall, front, view to the northeast 

 

 
76.  Men’s dining hall, south end, view to the northeast 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum 

Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 

 
77.  Men’s dining hall, rear, view to the north 

 

 
78.  Men’s dining hall interior 

 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum 

Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 

 
79.  Men’s dining hall interior 

 

 
80.  Men’s dining hall interior 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum 

Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 

 
81.  Women’s Dining Hall Interior 

 

 
82.  Women’s Dining Hall Interior 



Babcock Building, SC Lunatic Asylum 

Part 1 Photos, 9/2015 

 
 

 
83.  Women’s Dining Hall Interior 
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